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INTHODUCTION
The organization of modern economic society
is so complex and sensitive that its efficient and
smooth functioning depends upon a clear understanding
of all the factors that contribute in some way to the
formation of its intricate structure. It is largely
pecuniary, and consequently, primarily concerned with the
phenomenon of financial prosperity. This depends, in part,
upon the factors controlling present and prospective ability
to meet financial obligations. In turn, these obligations,
based on the sensitive mechanism of credit, have given
impetus to the tremendous advancement of commerce. In
performing its function, credit has been attended by
certain disruptions affecting its delicate structure,
among which are the problems of bankruptcy.
After several years of study, supplemented by
four years of business experience in the field of account-
ancy, I Hpv# observed that the ascertainment of legitimate
losses, created »nd increased by the use of credit, could
be made easier by the legal reauirement that certain
fundamental books of account should be kept.
It is astounding to find that «t the present
stage of commercial development and the great strides
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made in the diffusion of the science of business, count-
less enterprises continue to utilize bookkeeping methods
that are obsolete and insufficient to reflect their real
financial status »nd ability to meet the keen competition
now prevalent. In the case of most of the smaller individual
units, practically no records are kept. This negligence
has quite far reaching consequences. The failure of large
numbers of small units causes a tremendous burden upon
society.
The writer considers that a large number of
these smaller bankruptcies can be prevented or that the
losses may be minimized by the enactment of legislative
measures requiring the keeping of prescribed books of
account. This paper is written with the aim of developing
this subject.

CHAPTER I
THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The development of Society *
In the earliest
'
primitive times, necessaries
for substinence were obtained by collecting from
nature by the individual efforts of the person, (1)
Later, we find the banding or clanning of individuals
into nomadic groups, traveling from place to place,
collecting, planting and trying to improve on nature;
whereas formerly an individual appropriated what nature
provided for him. Gradually and reluctantly, these
clans settled into villages, planting and developing
the soil into a state of self sufficiency, kt this
stage, we note the first introduction of trade by the
mere exchange of goods for goods, out of the village,
the town developed having as its impelling characteristic
a growing economic ascendancy over near-by villages.
Here the trader arose and created the market place where
he went to buy his supplies or sell his goods. This
interchange of goods made the towns mostly commercial
and gave rise to the necessity for the introduction
of specie as a means of exchange. Later the to..ns en-
gaged in manufacturing and with the increase in popular*
tion and means of communication the needs of individuals
(1). U. S. E. Gras - An Introduction to Economic History
Chapters, 1, d , 3, 4«

became more varied. Up to this point, practically all
trade was done on a cash basis.
With, the development of society wherein a
person Lad to specialize more andmore in a particular
trade or in the production of a particular commodity
and a surplus existed after all the residents' naeds
were satisfied, the problem of disposing of that sur-
plus arose. Likewise, it was necessary, generally, to
obtain from other towns that which was not obtainable
at home. These problems of disposing and obtaining
goods resolved themselves into commerce.
Functions of Commerce .
Commerce then has to do with the movement af
goods from the producers to the consumers. It was
advanced by the means of transportation: roads, canals,
ships and railroads. This movement of goods, between
distant producers and consumers, took considerable time,
and payment was therefore retarded by such length of time,
impeding the producers from further utilization of the
capital represented by those goods or commodities. To
continue doing business on a strictly cash basis as
in the past, it spelled retrogression, as it had been
demonstrated that a society on a cash basis had a trade
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commensurate with the quantity of money, Commercial
exigency resorted to credit and by this medium
a new economic order, far beyond expectation, was
commenced.
The Introduction of Credit.
Credit enables the consumer to postpone
payment and make use of the funds which otherwise
he would immediately pay. It also enables the
producer to postpone his obligations on the debt
created by the consumer and thereby utilize the cap-
ital represented in the transaction. This phenomenon
is so deeply integrated and interrelated in the modern
economic organization that it has been bermett, common-
ly, the heart and core of the industrial system, and,
the life blood of commerce and industry. It is assumed
that nine-tenths of all trade, industry and commerce
is done on credit, and this imposing preponderance gives
rise to the need for its proper control and manipulation
so as not to disrupt economic organization.
The Credit Risk .
With the introduction of credit, society as-
sumes a risk that; is apparent in the following illustra-
tion. Let us assume that a producer of iron ore. possesses
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enough money to produce a certain fixed sum of raw ma-
terial, paying his laborers in advance. Now let us as-
sume that he sells these materials to the manufacturer
on terms of eight months, that is, he agrees to wait
eight months for his money. The manufacturer in the
course of three months converts these row materials
into finished machinery and sells the macnines on six
months' time to the wholesaler. In a month the whole-
saler disposes of the machinery giving the retailer
eight months in which to pay. In another month the
retailer sells the mucnines to a farmer, agreeing to
wait one year. Four months later, the farmer sells his
crops on two months' time to a local dealer, who sells
them in a month to a commission merchant on two months'
time; the commission merchant in turn selling on one
month's time to a retail store; and the retailer sells
them within a month to the laborers, who worked in
the mines for cash received by them for producing raw
materials. Cash would be paid to the retailer just
eight months from the date of the first sale of the raw
material; and if this cash should be passed on promptly
through the hands of the commission merchant, local
dealer
,
farmer, retailer, wholesaler t.nd manufacturer
to the original producer, it could liquidate ail the
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obligations
.
In actual practice, these terms are too long
for all the parties concerned to wait for tneir money.
Here is where the banks come to the assistance of com-
merce. The wholesaler sells to the retailer on time,
but instead of delaying his payment to the manufacturer,
he procures > loan from his bank, giving as security
therefor the notes received from the retailer. With
this loan the v.nolesaler may pay the manufacturer at
once. The loan from the bank is repaid when retailer
settles with the wholesaler. The banks undertake the
waiting instead of the dealer. In fact anyone or sev-
eral in the chain of buyers or sellers may procure the
loan from the bank. In this country, it is usually
the manufacturers and the commission merchants who pay
cash.
Th Basis of Credit.
As it has been shown, risk is fundamentaly
involved in the extension of credit. To overcome this
difficulty, complete confidea^c in the borrower must
be established, by ascertaining beyond doubt his ability,
willingness and intention to pay as promised. (1) It
Ira confidence derived from the borrower's financial
(1). Harold G. Moulton - The Financial Organization of
Society, page 127
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standing, business ability, honesty and business integ-
rity. These factors apply to any form of business
unit ; proprietorship, partnership, corporation or trust.
The financial st&nding and business ability
of any business unit is obtainable from the business
records it keeps. These records are nothing more than
a chronological history of all transactions between
definite periods, and are as correct and complete as the
requirements for credit extension and property and in-
come tax levying deem it advisable. In the case of corp-
orations, statutes require that complete records be kept,
and these vary somewhat in each state. It is not com-
pulsory for other forms of business units to keep any
set of particular business records that at any time
might reflect the true and correct income, and financial
condition. It is left wholly to the individual or
common custom prevalent in the particular trade or in-
dustry.
The honesty and business integrity is ascertained
by investigating in the particular trade or industry the
external relations of the individual or business unit.
The creditors, banks, mercantile ~nd credit agencies
are the main sources for obtaining this information.
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The Credit Structure.
The great utilization of credit, which suc-
ceeded the tremendous development of business enter-
prise, has been attended by the development of an ex-
tensive, very closely inter-related and interdependent
financial structure, any disruption of which has
far reaching consequences .( 1) Credit operations have
v
| A'
v
been so widely diffused that every field of enterprise
hes come to utilize them. Agricultural manufacturing
and mercantile establishments, regardless of size,
form an indivisible link in the highly sensitive chain
established, ( 2 ) We must imagine the whole country as
a great plant concerned with the handling of commodities
or services the typical enterprise being one cog in a
great machine. Industries are composed of nominally
independent plants which pass on goods and credit to
each other. For example, one series embraces agricul-
tural machinery manufacturers, seed distributors, wheat-
grow.ers, (Train -carrying railways, elevators, flour mills,
x wholesale iealers in provisions, bakeries, and retail
distributing agencies. Each set of members in such a
series is dependent upon the preceding set for its chief
supplies and upon the succeeding set for its chief sale.
No industrial series, be it like the one mentioned
(1) i'louiton - op. cit. p j. 1-5' - 138.
(2) Wesley C. Mitchell - Business Cycles - pp. 571 - 579
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above or another, is self-sufficing. Each set of enter-
prises in the above nple, from the agricultural
machinery manufacturers to the retail agencies, is de-
pendent on other industrial series to equip it with build-
ings, machines, fuel, office supplies, etc. This financia
interdependence causes complicated relationships of debtor
and creditor, arising from the purchase ; : nd sale of goods
on credit, and making the disaster of one enterprise a
menace to many.
Economic oignifi r r r e of Credit.
Whenever there is a break or lack of credit at
any point in the structure, the banks are called upon for
assistance. Whoever finds himself unable to pay on time
rushes to his banker for a loan. A great responsibility
is thus placed on the banker. The bank's ability to tide
over the emergency caused by disrupted credit operations
depends upon their capacity to expand their own credit.
This difficulty he s been sufficiently alleviated by the
Federal Reserve banks which are empowered to rediscount
commerci 1 paper to the extent which it is necessary in
the communities where such emergency or demand may arise.
Under this system legitimate business enterprise is ex-
tended loans, when needed, nd thereby failures are pre-
vented. A business which is unsound or mismanaged is
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not entitled to and cannot obtain loans from a bank*
It deserves to fail at that stage as its failure will
oe advantageously beneficial. The business concern
which is fundamentally sound and well managed ought to
be able to secure banking accomodations.
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CHaPTER II
THE ABUSE OF CREDIT
Extent and Stages in Credit ^raud.
Business enterprises i nd individuals, when
faced by financial difficulties caused "by either the
orevailing economic conditions or, most commonly,
their personal fault, resart to frauldulent methods to
obtain credit. Their operations have attained such
proportions that a surety company estima':os the losses
sustained at ^400,000,000.(1) This burden placed on
business organization^ and, in turn, on the ultimate
consumers is so unnecessary that credit men, above .11,
are careless or not versed in the vicious methods pur-
sued by these credit criminals. Usually, three stages
are found in the perpetration of credit fraud—mis-
representation, diversions of assets, and bankruptcy.
1. Iwisrepressntation Stage.
credit lossess is the adoption of measures by which
misrepresentations may be detected before credit is
given. (£) authenticated statements showing the finan-
cial condition end profit and loss should he rendered
£s a basis for judging bhe extensions of credit.
These statements, based upon the transactions that
The primary precaution to take in reducing
(2) Ibid - page 4.
(1) Credit frauds it Letter-Bulletin.

transpired between two given dates, will provide reason-
able assurance that 1: all assets, including inventories,
are stated, owned and valued on a sound basis; 2s all
liabilities, actual and contingent, are disclosed; 3: the
net profit or loss, efter including all income and deduct-
ing expenses, losses, proper provisions for depreciation
of assets, reserves, accruals, taxes, and the like, is
disclosed; and 4: all proper precuations have been taken
to disclose irregularities, ommissions , or conditions that
affect the financial status of the appli cant
.
( 1) Prom
these figures the credit man is enabled t o determine the
relationship of current assets to current liabilities, cash
assets to current debt, accounts receivable to sales, in-
ventory to sales, capital to total debt, (2) and obtain
certain ratios -which he c l compere with the ratios of
successful concerns. If it is possible o have several
of these st£ terns nts running over several periods, it will
be feasible to determine the trend of the business. The
present financial condition as well as the trend are im-
portant since the settlement for goods obtained on credit
Will be made at a future time when the financial condition
will have changed.
ethods of I. i s represent at ion.
A credit man encounters some difficulty in
(1) Ibid - page 4
(£) Harry G. Guthman - Analysis of Financial Statements,
page 169
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obtaining authenticated statements of this character
from all his customers. Those that are progressive
have come to look upon the services of an accountant as
necessary and beneficial in the submission of statements.
The others, comprising the majority, have objections to
the employment of accountants, and are extended credit
upon their own representations. It is assumed that the
majority of customers tre honest and in view of the
terrific competition existent, their business is very
desirable. Hence, under this concept, goodr business
practice requires that due respect be p^aid to their views
and sensibilities. Under this lax method the following
most important specific procedures in misrepresenting
facts in order to obtain credit have been used:$l)
1. Misrepresentation as to the value of one
or more asset items;
2. Misrepresentation by which one or more
of the classes of liabilities are under-
stated or omitted;
3. Misrepresentation as io net profits or
as to sales, expenses, or other pi ofit and
loss elements;
4. Misrepresentation ls, to audit of accounts
or certification of statements;
(1) Ibid - page 5
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5. Fraudulent use of the name and. credit
of a reputable individual or established
firm;
6. Development of a line of credit for the
deliberate - purpose of obtaining further
credit for fraudulent purposes.
For the purpose of illustrating the various methods, a few
details and examples will be given,
Inflatinn of Inventories.
Among the assets-, the item of "inventories"
is the most difficult of verification with respect to
qui ntities and valuation. Even with good intent, it
is inherently difficult, to control stocks, to keep
them sound and marketable, to list the items with exact-
itude, or to place a sound value on each item. Due to
these difficulties, the credit criminal has made use
of this item, so vital to business solvency, by enhancing
it to a fictitious value. To avert this fraudulent
manipulation, concerns giving credit should demand in-
dependent verification of inventories.
U v v'i^d Statements and iix.amples.
The extension of credit on the basis of un-
verified statements has generally proven disastrously
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fraught with loss. To indicate their general method
of operation, "three examples, taken from the records
of the courts with fictitious names substituted for the
actual, 1 vi 11 be given. (1)
"Example 1:
John Doe, engaged in the tire business
in Baltimore, with a branch in Wash-
inton, for more than two years discount-
ed his bills i rid anticipated every
trsde a cce_.t ince. On July 1, 1920, he
prepared a financial statement which
was not certified by an accountant and
which sho-od assets of $115,132 and
liabilities of $52,500 and a net worth
of .
lt>82,632. The principal items among
his assets, as listed, were:
Merchandise. .... $46,580
accounts xKeceivable. 19,485
Land and Buildings
. 39,000
In November, 1920, he began to buy tires
from many manufacturers in much larger
quantities than ever before and in an
amount exceeding $120,000. In January,
1921, he was not able to meet his matur-
ing obligations, and it was found that
(1) Ibid - page 6.
I
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he had but a small amount of stock on
hand in his stores. It developed that
he had turned over to a commercial
credit company tires to the value of
#100,000, on which it had loaned
#60,000, of which $50,000 was In 3 ash
and $10,000 was retained by the credit
company to secure the payment of the
,^10,000 fee for the use of the money.
Doe claimed that he lost the $50,000
in 6&s3i playing the races.
During the ensuing bankruptcy pro-
ceedings, the referee ordered the bank-
rupt to turn over to the trustee $50,000
in cash and ^26,000 in merchandise for
which he failed to account. Failing to
comply with this order, the bankrupt was
committed to jail for contempt of court
and served six months. Later he was
indicted for using the mails .%& defraud
by transmitting a false financial state-
ment, pleaded guilty and was sentenced
to serve a term of one year and one day
in the Federal prison in Atlanta.
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"Example 2:
A and B, who were in partnership oper-
ating as the Blank Company, also as
the X Company, and also as the A & B
Brothers, prepared a financial state-
ment as of September 15, 1922, not
certified to by an accountant, and
sent it out to concerns of which they
were buying goods and asking credit.
This statement showed a net worth of
^35,000 and included among the assets
merchandise to the extent of $27,500,
raw materiel to the extent of ^12,300,
and machinery and fixtures to the ex-
tent of .,plO,000.
On December 15, 1922, trie company
sent through the mails a financial state-
ment to a mercantile agency of Boston,
showing a net worth of $48,000. When
the books of these bankrupts were audited
by a certified public accountant em-
ployed by the trustee, it was discovered
that on September 15, 1922, instead of
a net worth as shown in the statement
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sent through the mails, there was a
deficit of $7,200. Among the papers
of the bankrupts was discovered a balance
sheet, prepared by a public accountant
employed by A and B, that showed a
deficit of #4,200. Notwithstanding
this audit, they mailed financial
statements to concerns from whom new
purchases were ms.de which did not agree
with the audit.
Bankruptcy proceedings against this
concern resulted in the preparation of
a schedule of assets and liabilities,
which on March 22, 1923, showed a total
deficit of #35,62ii, the discrepancies
between the books of the bankrupts and
the statements they had riu.de for the pur-
pose of obtaining merchandise and lines
of credit were made the basis of a
prosecution on charges of using the mails
to defraud and of conspiracy to violate
the bankruptcy act. The A and B brothers,
including another brother who was an
employee of the concern, pleaded guilty
end were sentenced each to pay a fine
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of ijjcno sentence which the creditors
and those who had prosecuted the case
regarded as very lenient.
Example 3:
Juggling accounts to make them show
a stronger current position for a
business than the facts justify, is
one method resorted to by commerical
criminals who want to get more credit
than would be given them if the true
facts were known. This juggling can
be done without changing the figures
indicating the net worth.
A case is cited of a clothing
manuf ac turer who personally prepared a
statement showing his capital, as the
sole proprietor of a business, to be
$203,000. He later made an entry
charging accounts receivable with
$50,000 and charging accounts payable
with $50,900 reducing his inventory by
^100,000. He had a personal account
in an out-of-town bank. He oved the
business, according to his business
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books, fc22 A000j on December 30th. On
December 31st he deposited checks drawn
on the out-of-town bank for that amount,
clearing up his loan from the business.
On January 2nd he drew from the business
checks totaling $32,000; and deposited
them in his personal bank account. At
the time he drew the c necks on his
personal account he had but
.J;
1,000 credit
there. In a sole proprietorship the
drawing account is a legitimate charge
against capital account, which should have
been reduced by ^22,000. An accountant,
checking a year's transactions, would
reveal the nature and purpose of these
transactions. He would find the changed
status of current liaoilities, and the
inflated net worth. The ratio between
current assets and current liabilities,
which credit grantors study, was material-
ly misstated. 7/hen bankruptcy c;me, the
creditors received about three cents on
the dollar. Discharge from bankruptcy
is being opposed in this case. Liabili-
ties at the time of failure were estimated
at $450,000 and assets at $l0o;000.
*
Misrepresent . ;ion by "Duplicate Name" Scheme.
Under the "duplicate name" scheme of per-
petrating credit fraud, the person deliberately
takes the name of some well-established firm. He
places liberal orders for merchandise, by telegraph,
giving a different street address in the same city
that the firm is located. At the receipt of the
orders, the manufacturer or wholesaler orcLinarily
looks up the credit rating of the firm. If this is
found satisfactory and the fraud is not detected,
the goods are shipped in accordance with the tele-
gram. The credit criminal receives the merchandise
on the strength of the credit rating of the firm,
carries the goods away and disappears before the
bills rendered to the highly rated concern, bring
the fraud to light. Loss can be avoided on this type
of credit fraud by the requirement that all orders
be confirmed by mail before shipment. Some states (1)
have enacted statutes requiring the filing of a cer-
tificate setting forth the real names of persons
transacting business under partnership or assumed
names. The statutes are usually penal in their nature
providing fines or imprisonment for their violation.
(1) Corpus juris - Vol. 45, £13, p. 377 - Topic head-
ing "N?mes" - Section on "Restriction on Names" -
Itmong other states, the following have enacted True
name statutes: New York/ Kentucky, California, Texas,
Vermont, Michigan, Washington, Arizona, ana Connecti-
cut •
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"Fgke Reference" Scr'~r3.
Often, the credit criminal in obtaining a
line of credit utilizes the "fake reference" scheme.
The procedure consists in renting desk space or mail
privileges, at little cost, in leading office build-
ings in New York and other cities. Then he approaches
the creditor he proposes to mulct, supplying the
names of organizations conforming with the addresses
where he has secured desk or mail privileges.
Thus, he vouches for his own character and integrity
and obtains as much credit as his misguiding impressions
affect the careless conclusions of the creditor.
"Loan" Scheme.
Still | another plan of andeniedly malign
intent is the "loan" scheme. This involves the sud-
den disclosure of loans of fictitious character.
In the recent financial statements these loans would
not be listed, but the bookkeeping records or, later,
the bankruptcy schedules sre made to show their re-
ceipt from individuals. Generally, these date oack
for several years. Consequently, an apparently sol-
vent concern is immedit- tely plunged into bankruptcy
by the reduction of its assets due to cash payments
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made in settlement of these loans.
The above mentioned methods and examples c
"
misrepresentation can be generally thwarted by credit
men if they are always on guard, and demand, courageous-
ly and with determination the submission of fully
authenticated statements. It is at this starting point
of credit operations that all the damage is usually
done. The laxity and carelessness manifested in this
first stage hastens the credit criminal to continue in
his vieious procedure; the diversion of money ^nd prop-
erty—the second stage in the development of credit fraud.
Diversion.
Diversion consists in the misappropriation or
concealment of property or money. This fraudulent act
is not only restricted to instances ..here credit has
been obtained by fraud, but frequently occurs under
circumstances when credit was extended on a properly
justified basis. A person may engage in business for
several ye^rs, meet his obligations promptly, and create
a large "line of credit." Presently, due to predetermined
motives or in expectation of financial reverses, the
punctilious person, no., turned into a credit criminal,
diverts the goods or cash to his own purposes. To illus-
trate these situations, two examples will be presented.
\
Example one will show the concealment of merchandise
obtained on credit by misrepresentation, and example
two will show the misappropriation of cash to personal
purposes by a merchant long existent in business and
enjoying good credit relations.
Concealment of Merchandise.
"Example 1:
This is ta.cen from the report on a
million-dollar swindle .diich the
Investigation and Prosecution De-
partment of the National Associa-
tion of Credit Men broke up twelve
years ago. The facts were as fol-
lows:
The trail was picked up by the
investigator in St. Louis 3 which
was the scene of one of the coups
of this particular gang. What ap-
peared to be a flourishing esta-
blishment had been abandoned over-
night by the proprietors. An in-
vestigation showed that all assets
had disappeared with them.
From the many creditors of the
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defunct concern, the investigator
was able to obtain scores of letters
which had been written by that con-
cern. He noted that the initials of
the stenographers who wrote the let-
ters indicated that many stenographers
had worked on the letters. He sep-
arated them according to the initials
and soon discovered that each steno-
grapher appeared to have worked about
one week.
From type.vriter and employment agencies
and secretarial schools in St. Louis, he
soon learned the names of stenographers
who had been sent to this concern about
the dates indicated in their letters.
Fifteen of the stenographers who had
worked for the concern were found and
interviewed. From them accurate des-
cription of the members of the firm
were obtained, together with additional
information. Several of the stenographers
told of mailing registered letters one
day a week from a certain post office • station.

Through the post office officials,
the address to which these letters
were mailed was learned. The mem-
bers of the firm were truced to
Baltimore and arrested several weeks
later, after they had established
another flourishing business and
had set up a new line of credit under
different names.
The trail led to a wholesale
house in Philadelphia, to which it
was learned the merchandise obtained
by the fraudulent concern was sent.
This Philadelphia wholesale house also
bought from the concerns which shipped
goods to the fraudulent firm, so that
it was difficult to determine what
part of its stock had been legitimate-
ly obtained and irfeat part had been
sent by the credit criminals. Con-
victions were obtained in tnese cases." (1)
An individual sold merchandise and
destroyed the invoices. Investigators,
(1) Ibid - page 1?
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after bankruptcy, found a list of
orders tucked away in a drawer.
Going to the customers, the inves-
tigators obtained cancelled checks,
and the cash was traced, after
several transfers and endorsements,
to the personal accounts of the
bankrupt and his wife. The failure
disclosed assets of $14,000 and
liabilities of .95,000.(1)"
5. Bankrupt p." .
Out of this fraudulent diversion or misappro-
priation of assets from the legitimate purposes of the
business, insolvency inevitably arises; soon followed,
very commonly, by bankruptcy--the stage that culminates
with the realization of heavy losses. It may well be
mentioned pt this point that there are other causes
of failures--incompetence, inexperience, lack of capital,
business losses, end the like. If the insolvency was
brought about by any of these latter causes, there may
yet be an opportunity available for the salvaging of
a considerable portion of the assets, or even the
possibility of rehabilitating the . business , which
(1) Ibid - Example 1, page 17.
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oftcn brings full protection to the creditors. On the
other hand, if this condition is reached "by the malicious
factions of a credit criminal, the problem is one
of conserving and salvaging the remaining assets, as
best possible, though the opportunity for full recovery
is very limited.
iv; ethods of Bankruptcy Frauds .
Credit men, investigators, and bankruptcy court
officials, in administering those bankruptcy estates,
have found thc t credit criminals, even when under the
orders of the court, commit certain frauds, which are
generally temmed "bankruptcy frauds" . These include
among others the creation of fictitious debts, the
embezzlement or concealment of assets, the raising of
deb^s to benefit certain creditors, the offer of
surreptitious compositions, and the preference of re-
lations and friends.
B^nkrupt cy Li s a
p
propri at i on
.
As a general rule, it may safely be stated thi t
there are very few bankruptcy proceedings that are not
somewhat
t
tainted with fraud. To illustrate this kind
of fraud, two examples will be cited: (1)
( 1 ) Ibid - The above are examples** 2 and 5, page 17.
For cases on concealment of property see Mil'vaukee
Corrug&ted Co. v. Flagge 19F (2d) 518 - In re Davis -
28F (2d) 883 - In re Seifert - 18F (2d) 444 - In re
Lesrner - 29F (2d) 79o.
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"Exsmcle 1:
A hat manufacturer in New York
had an auditor's statement made
which showed a net worth of ^5,000,
but gave to his creditors a state-
ment prepared by himself, showing
a net worth of ^53,000. The dif-
ference of ,i>48,000 is principally
accounted for by the fact that he
used notes payable to friends or
relatives in the amount of ^37,000
as part of his c&pital, instead of
showing them on his statement as
liabilities. He was prosecuted in
Hew York on a charge of mailing a
false statement and misappropriation
of essets, pleaded guilty, and was
given £ suspended sentence. He
went into bankruptcy, with assets
of $£0,000 and liabilities of $95,000.
Bankruptcy Concealment.
Investigators cite a case in which a
man named X failed in a southern
state j with assets of i^28,737 and
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lirbilities of $61,000. During the
bankruptcy proceedings a composition
offer of k:5 cents on the dollar was
made and was being seriously considered
when investigators from the Investiga-
tion and Prosecution Department of the
National Association of Credit Men
were called in. Newly painted boards
in th<- warehouse led to a stock of mer-
chandise, valued at <$4;2G0j concealed
between the ceiling , rd the roof. New
flooring in the garage used by X led
to a buried lot. of checks , invoices
,
and papers which proved to be X's
records, though he had claimed that he
kept no books. One of the checks was
in payment of rent on property in
another city, and additional merchandise
valued at more than ^£0,000 was found
there. Ij-'he tot 1 concealed merchandise
recovered was valuea at ^32,000 which
added to the visible merchandise listed
by the bankrupt, gave nearly ^61,000,
making the bankrupt nearly solvent. He

was indicted, tried, convicted, and
sentenced to two years in the Atlanta
penitentiary.
Comment of Judge on Frauds.
Commenting upon the prevalence of frauds, a
judge(l) stated in part: "That fraud, in considerable
quantity, and of excellent quality, is to "be found
among bankrupts, admits of no dispute. Court records
establish the fact. '.Yere such records to be examined
with care, it might also be discovered that very often
creditors invite the frauds directed agj inst them.
The extension of lines of credit that cannot be justi-
fied by the character of the debtor, or by his financial
standing, affords him the occassion to make a bankruptcy
fraud profitable. Under conditions such as frequently
come to light, my wonder is not that crimes against
the bankruptcy law are so many, but that they are so
few." These statements, no doubt, display an under-
standing of some of the human factors involved, and
merit the earnest consideration of all persons interested.
Failures and The Human Factor.
The character and integrity of the person
with whom credit relations are to be established should
(1) Hon. John C. Knox, Judge of the H. S. District Court
for So. District of New York in "Credit Frauds due
to Excessive Extension of Credit" - Ibid page 20«

be thoroughly and cautiously investigated. In fact,
it should be deemed paramount to the financial ability.
Every source of information should be resorted to, and
no "reasonable doubt" should "be permitted to exist.
Were no complete or sufficient reports available
at one mercantile agency, investigate at the other,
or at the credit bureaus established by credit men
or trade associations. These days, cautious and
stringent credit grantors obtain reports from all
information bureaus, thereby, enabling themselves
to deduce a consensus of opinion. As a rule reports
from credit agencies, as to the antecedents, character
and trade opinion of the person investigated, are at
variance. Cursory reference to i- ting books, oral
recommendation or general trade opinion has no value
in the judgement of an enlightened credit grantor,
who has fully realized that such superficial examina-
tion is fraught with loss, uncapable of determination
at the start.
Personal and Non-Personal Causes of Failure.
The causes of business failures have been
classified into two main groups, personal and non-
personal, those proceeding from the individual them-
selves, and those esteemed to be outside of their

control. Under the personal grouping, there are eight
distinct causes, and in the non-personal, three, as
follows:
A: DUE TO FAULTS OP THOSE FAILING ( 1)
Incompetence (irrespective of other causes)
Inexperience (without other incompetence)
Lack of Capital
Unwise Credits
Speculation (outside regular business)
Neglect of business (due to doubtful habits)
Personal Extravagance
Fraudulent Disposition of Property
B: NOT DUE TO FAULT S OF THOSE FAILING
Specific Conditions (disaster, war, floods, etc.)
Failures of Others (of apparently solvent debtors)
Competition
Comparison of Causes.
The proportion of failures credited to the
personal cruses have always been over 70 per cent,
the highest recorded mark of 86 per cent being reached
in 1918, and the lowest of 74.8 per cent in 1921. In
1928, it v. as 77.4 per cent, and 19^9, it rose to 79 per
cent (Table I). In all years, three causes of failure
(1) Bradstreet's Failure Statistics - page 5
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predominates ; --Lack of Capital and Incompetence among
the personal . .nd Specific Conditions among the non-
personal causes. In comparing the personal causes
for 1928 and 19^9 we observe thit Incompetence re-
mained unchanged; Inexperience rose slightly from
4.8 per cent in 1928 to 4.9 in 19k;9; Lack of Capital
rose from 35.8 per cent in 1928 to 57. per cent in
1929. Slight increases occured in the following
causes between 1928 and 19^9: Unwise Credits from
1.3 to 2.1 per cent, Failures of Others from 1.3
to 1.5 per cent, Extravagance from .4 to .5 per cent,
Neglect from .8 to .9 per cent, and Competition from
3.6 to 3.9 per cent. In the non-personal group,
Specific Conditions fell off from 17.7 per cent in 1928
to 15.6 per cent in 1929, Speculation rose slightly
from .2 to .3 per cent, respectively, and Fraud
dropped from 2.7 per cent in 19io8 to 1.7 per cent in
1929 .
When the influences of the causes of
failure are applied to the liabilities of 19k;9, some
significant variations are revealed. Lack of Capital
led in volume of drmage with 33.1 per cent of all
liabilities attributed to it; Specific Conditions
came second with 25.1 per cent charged to them; and
Incompetence was third with 18.1 per cent. These
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TABLE I
PERCENTAGES OF NUMBER OF FAILURES AND
LIABILITIES III THE UNITED STATES IN 1929 AMD 1928.
Classified as to Causes(l)
(Rearranged by the writer)
P E R C E N T
Failures due to NUMBER LIABILITIES
1929 1928 1929 1928
PERSONAL CONTROL
31.4 31.4 18.1 18.9
4.9 4.8 2.3
3".
2
35.8 33.1 34.4
2.1 i'Vs 7.5 2.3
.3 .2 1.2 .6
• 5 .4 .4 .3
.9 .8 .4 .4
1.7 2.7 2.0 3.5
79.0 77.4 64.9 62 .
5
OUTSIDE THEIR CONTROL
Specific Conditions.. 1 c p.J.O * u 17.7 25.1 31.4
Failures of Others . .
.
1.5 1.3 7.8 3.7
3.9 3.6 2.2 2.4
21.0 35 .
1
37.5
(1) Bradstre.t's - Failure Statistics for 1929 - page 9
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three causes, however, claimed smaller liabilities
in 1929 than in ±9x8, when the percentages for
the latter year were, respectively, 34.4, 31.4
and 18.9 per cent. If e combine these three causes,
we observe that for 19*: 9 they accounted for 76,3 per
cent of the liabilities, as a inst 84.7 per cent in
19b8, a decline of 8.4 per cent for 1929. The reduc-
tion for these causes is, however, slightly exceeded
by increases in the following causes: Unwise Credits,
claimed 7.5 per cent of all liabilities in 1929 against
Id. 3 per cent in 1928, Failures of Others 7.C per cent
as against 3.7 pjsr cent, respectively, and Speculation
with 1.2 per cent as against .6 per cent, respectively,
a totb.1 increase of 9.9 per cent in 1929. Smaller totals
of liabilities were claimed by Fraudulent Disposition and
Competition in 1929. Slimming up these ctuses according
to their main classification, personal causes accounted
for 64.9 per cent in 1929 and 62.5 in 1928; while non-
personal causes claimed, respectively, 35.1 and 37.5 of
the total liabilities.
The above figures prove conclusively and ir-
refutably that the personal causes _ re culpable for
app roximately a little cv er -'two-thirds of the number
of failures and of the total of all losses. To com-
plete the presentation of this vital figures, it is
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relevant to consider the influence and relationship
of tire capital, the credit rating and the liabilities
of those failing* In the great majority of instances,
leek of Capital and scanty Credit have usually gone
together in the failure records. Of the total number of
failures in the United States and Canada during 19x9,
9k,. 1 per cent were attributed to those with a capital of
$5,000 or less, and 96.4 per cent of those failing had
"Very Moderate or No creuit Hating." (Table 2) Not-
withstanding this preponderance of small capitalized
bankrupts, their liabilities accounted for 44. ;e per
cent of all liabilities in 19X9 as against 40.5 per cent
in 1928, while those with .^5,000 liabilities and over
accounted for 55,8 per cent in 19x9 as against 59.5 in
1928. Those with liabilities from ^5,000 to .,-20,000
claimed 36.9 per cent in 1929 as against. 40. 2 per cent
in 1928. It is, therefore, safe to infer that 55.8
per cent of all the liabilities is contributed by the
3.6 per cent of those who have rating of Good Credit and
Very Good Credit or Higher • This proves that the ratings
of the agencies should be cautiously investigated before
any credit relations are established.
The Extent of Business Failures.
In continuing the analysis of the losses sus-
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TABLE II
FAILURES IN THE UNITED STATES D JAIIaDA
Classified . according to Ore ait Ratings,
to Liability . r3 to Capital employed..
in 1929 and 19£8 ( 1
)
19£9 19£8
No. P.ct. No. P.ct.
CREDIT RATING OF . 0, > ,r:0 FAILED .
Total Number of Failures U.S. and Canada £1,805 100. ££, £46 100.
Number failing which had Very Moderate
or No Credit Rating 21,027 •• 96.4 £1,389 95.1
Number- Failing rated in Good Credit 704 3.2 77£ 3.5
Number failing rated in Very Good Credit
or HigherT 74 .4 85 .4
LIABILITIES OF TKOS5 .VWO FATLTTO
Total Number of Failures U.S. and Canada 21,805 100. 22,246.100..
Total with less than y5,000 liabilities. 9,645 44.2 9,007 40.5
Total with $5,000 liabilities and over.. 1;.:,160 55.8 13,239 59.5
Total with #5,000 to #£0,000 liabilities 8,052 36.9 8,938 40.2
Total with $20,000 to $50,000 liabili-
ties V £',332 10.7 2,601 11.7
Total with "?50,000 to #100,000 liabili-
ties l,00ii 4.6 865 3.9
Total with #100,000 to #500,000 liabili-
ties 695 3... 717 3.2
Total with #500,000 liabilities and over 79 .4 77 .3
Total with .£1,000,000 liabilities and
over .3 41 .2
Capital employed 3Y those vho failed
Total number of failures U.S. and Canada ^1,805 100. 22,246 100.
Total . ifch $5,000 capital or less £0,082 92.1 20,175 90.7
Total with over -#5,000 and less than
$20,000 1, 182 5.4 1,493 6.7
Total with $£0,000 and less than #50,000 345 L«6 4££ 1.9
Total with $50,000 and less than
,,100,000 139 .7 1££ .6
Total with $100,000 and less than
,o00,000 4£ .2 33 .1
Total with #500,00 and over 15 .07 1
Total with $1,000,000 2nd over .05
"(TJ Bredstreet's Failure Statistics - psre R
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tained by business institutions in general, we shall
consider first, the extent of such losses to the num-
ber in business; second, the financial harden on the
creditors, and third, the effect of the lack of adequate
records in relation to liquidation in bankruptcy. The
number of commercial failures in 1929 was 19,703 out
of the total number in business for the same year of
^,213,935 or .93 per cent, with Assets of i|551 Millions
and Liabilities of ^628 Millions, a 55.9 per cent ratio
of assets to liabilities, according to one set of statis-
tical figures compiled. (Table 3) These figures include
only business failures "involving some loss to creditors
of individuals, firms or corporations engaged; in ordinary
commercial operations. Under this classification, failures
of professional men, such as physicians, lawyers, and
actors, as well as stockbrokers, and, real estate dealers,
hsve no place," (1) but do include suspensions of banks
and other strictly financial institutions. According
to another statistical compilation, there were 22,909
commercial failures in 1929, out of 2,212,779 business
concerns, or 1.04 per cent (Table 4), with Assets of
$226 Millions and Liabilities of $483 Millions (2), a
retio of 44.7 per cent. These figures include the same
(1) Brndstreets -
(2) Dun's Keview
page 4 -
- page 9
Definition of business failure.
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classification as the former, but the discrepancy possibly
arises out of soir.e disimilarity in the. method of pecuniary
evaluation. For the year 19*8, in the former compilation,
the number failing was .90 per cent of all concerns in
business, and the ratio of Assets to Liabilities was 53.8
per cent; while in the latter, they were 1.08 and 52.2,
respectively. There was, apparently, a decrease in the
number of bankruptcies in 19id9 of 3 to 4 per cent, and an
increase of the ratio of Assets to Liauilitios of about
2.1 to 7.5 per cent. These variations and changes are
merely indicative, and serve their purpose well as an
indication of commercial mortality.
When these commercial failures, as classified
above, ^.re combined with those that have been excluded, we
are astounded at the result. The bankruptcy aaialysis(l)
for 1929 sets 57,039 cases as concluded and that of the
year 1928, 53,444. The total losses through -bankruptcies
in 1929 amounted to v817,282,301, while for 19^8, the loss
was $762,577,888; an. increase of ,54,7/04,415 in 19;;9.
During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1929, unsecured
creditors lost ^510,80^,811, while their losses during the
previous year -.ere ^580,950,615. They received in 1929
$5.53 of every ^lOO owed them by bankrupts, while during 1928
they received <jd.31. The decrease from the 1928 figure
( 1) The Credit I'onthly - analysis of the United States
Bankruptcy Statistics - For Fiscal Year Ended June 30,
1929 and 1928.
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T • &E IV
PERCBNTAGES OF FAILURES TO THE TOTAL
NUMBER OF BUSINESS CONCERNS IN THE UNITED STATES (1)
No. Of No. Of Business per Gent Of
YEaRS Failures Concerns Failures
1929 22,909 2,212,779 1.04
1928 23,842 2,199,000 1.08
1S27 23,146 2,171,700 1.07
1926 21,773 id, 158, 400 1.01
.
1925 21,214 2,113,300 1.05
1924 20,615 2,047,302 1.01
1923 18,718 1,996,004 .94
1922 23,676 ] .983,106 1.19
1921 19,652 1,927,304 1.02
1920 8,881 1,821,409 .49
1919 6,451 1,710,909 .38
1918 9,982 1,708,061 .53
1917 13,855 1,733,225 .80
1916 15,995 1,707,639 .99
1915 22,156 1,674,788 1.52
1914 18,280 1,65 ,496 1.10
1913 13,037 1,616,517 .99
CLASS:
Manufacturing 5,007 5,924
Trading 15,417 16,477'
Agent, Brokers, Etc. 1,485 1,441
All Commercial 22;, 909 23,842
PER
CENT
1.4 $186,734,420 ^182,478,119 2.3
6.4 224,731,366 225,301,426 0.3
3.1 71,784,410 81,780,079 12*2
3.9 1483,250,196 ^489,559,624 1.3
THE TTI TT'"55R jiND LI ^I^ITIES Qiv COMMERjSI&L
FAILURES IN THE UNITED STATES, BY CLASoES
,
IN 1929 AND 1928
NUMBER PER LIABILITIES
1929 1928 CENT 1929 1928
[~X1 "vear's Business Lortality Shows reduction" in Du ' s y-^riev: for
Jan. 11, 1950-page 7
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amounts to 12 ,5 per cent. Secured creditors fared pro-
portionately better during the year 1929.
Financial Burden on Creditors.
The cost of administering bankrupt estates
through the machinery created by the Bankruptcy Act
is very expensive. Every bankruptcy case, beside court
costs is subject to fees by the following parties:
1. Receiver
% • Counsel for Receiver
5. Trustee
4. Counsel for Trustee
5. Refereee in Bankruptcy
6. Counsel for Bankrupt
7. Counsel for Petitioning Creditors
8. Accountant
9. Three Appraisers
10. Auctioneer
11. Pees for lav[suit on preference-claims
During the year 1929, court costs, fees and
other expenses of administration took 22.42 per cent
of assets realized, whereas during 19<s8, the expenses
took 23.76. This reduction is partially accounted fior
by a decrease in attorneys' fees. In 1929 attorneys
got 7.89 per cent, while in 1928 they received 8.49 per

--
cent of the total amount of assets realized. Comparing
these expenses with those of adjustment bureaus (1) handl-
ing cases analogous to bankruptcy, we find the bureaus
average about just half what it would cost through
the courts. A. writer, commenting upon the high cost
of bankruptcy, said in part, "The truth of this was
revealed last week in figures showing that receivers
and trustees in bankruptcy in the Ne York and Brook-
lyn districts have been custodians of ^72,000,000 in
cash assets in the last four years and that more than
^^4,000,000 of that amount h;:r. been spent for lawyers,
receivers' fees and administration expenses.
"The records of the ten districts throughout
the country selected for comparison show th;.t in 1928
creditors received the following per cent of net assets:
9
Vermont
Connecticut
Chicago
Indiana
Michigan
Missouri
Ohio
Philadelphia
Wisconsin
No. District of New York
94 per cent
72 "
72 "
81 "
86 "
83 "
rra. M
66 "
70 "
72 "
"In contrast to these figures creditors in
the Southern District of New York received
only 52 per
(1) Bdmond S. Lincoln - applied business
finance - P .757
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cent, and in Brooklyn 73 per cent."(l)
It has been unquestionably proved in the
administration of bankruptcy cases that the lack
of proper bookkeeping records is a serious handi-
cap to their equitable settlement, and in preventing
credit and bankruptcy frauds. Statutes should be
enacted prescribing that proper accounting records
should be kept by all persons and organizations
utilizing the medium of credit in their affairs. One
of the numerous suggestions advanced to apprise bhe
individual of the importance of his business records
is that "before extension of credit based upon *.
financial statement, the bank or merchant required an
examination of the applicant's books. "While that
might not prevent the fraud if it was intended that
it be perpetrated by diversion and concealment of
assets, yet it vvould supply evidence from which the real
condition of the defend&n't affairs at a given date could
be proved in court." (2)
The Bankruptcy Lav;, as it will be shown in
the next chapter, is too broad and indefinite in its re-
quirement for bu. '. v -r records, and complications arise
out of its lack of definiteness
.
(1) C. '.7. Stiffler - "The : igh Cost of Bankruptcy" p.' 253
(^)Hcn. J. '.V. Thompson - Fraud Due to Lack of Verification
of Statements and References. - p. 21,
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CHAPTER III
INADEQUATE REGORBS AND BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS
Brief History of Bankruptcy Laws.
Before entering into the discussion of the
inadequacy of the provision on bookkeeping records,
it is pertinent to point the ^phermer^l character of
the bankruptcy laws ps a significant part of their
history.
in the united states, four bankruptcv acts
have been enacted. (1) The first «ct was that of 1R00,
which remained in force a little over two years, be-
ing repealed in 1803. The second act was passed in
1841 and repealed in 1842, remaining in force a little
over a year. The third law was th»t of 1867
f
gmended
in some details by several acts, and in turn repealed
in 1878 after a trial of eleven ye^rs. For the suc-
ceeding twenty years a hiatus in bankruptcy legisla-
tion existed, before the act of 1898, (the existing
law) was passed, and since »mended by acts in 1903,
1906, 1910, 1917, 1922 and 1926. In the lone interims
between these l«ws, most of the states made provision
for some sort of bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings.
Purpose of the Bankruptcy Law
.
The enactment of these laws proceeded from
(l) Samuel Williston - Cases on Bankruptcy - pp. 4-6
Charles W. Oerstenberg - The Law of Bankruptcy - p. 2
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the recognition by society that a considerable percentage
of undertakings fail on account of unavoidable hazards,
and from humanitarian and economic motives, relief should
be provided. "Discharge of debts by bankruptcy pro-
ceedings is a legal process for which provision is made
by society to care for its business failures. The pur-
pose of the bankruptcy lav/ is not to collect debts, but
to marshall and conserve assets; to relieve the honest
bankrupt of a permanent disability to transact business
because of the unfortunate condition in which he finds
himself; and to protect, so far as is possible, the
interests of the bankrupt's creditors ."( 1
)
The inadequacy of the laws has permitted evils
to grow instead of remedying the condition for which the
laws were purposely designed. The transitory character
of the first three acts attest to this fact; while the
law of 1B9R; though causinc some improvement in present
conditions, has not, contrary to the expectation of its
authors, wholly obliterated +.hpnu We are informed that,
"it seems evident that experience has demonstrated that
the law of 1898, which its authors and promoters hope-
fully prophesied would end oil the abuses and scandals
which led to the repeal of its predecessors, has not
fulfilled their sanguine expectations; and that the law
(1) Bankruptcy Problems - p.
5
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with all its useful features, is subject to the
gravest abuses, which call imperatively for its
radical emendment ( 1
)
Defects in the bankruptcy Law and Procedure,
The evils, as disclosed by ?n extensive
survey, arose from the bankruptcy law itself and in
the administrative practice which had developed under
it. These consist of:(2)
(1) Collusive petitions
(2) Fraudulent compositions
(3) Easy discharges
(4) Insufficient criminal provisions
and lack of prosecution.
(5) Unlawful preferences.
(6) Delays in settling estates.
It is not within the limits of this thesis
to consider all the evils in the bankruptcy law, as
we are mainly concerned with the provision dealing
with the failure t.o keep proper books of account.
This is covered principally by the evil of easy dis-
charges, although the other evils are related, more
or less, in some rie.crree, as it will be demonstrated
by the cases used in the succeeding discussion. All
(1) Credit Frauds - p. 29
(2) Ibid - p. 5
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the cases referred to pre from decisions rendered after
the amendment of 1903 was adopted.
The Kvil of Easy Discbarges.
"Bankrupts who h^ve failed to comply with
ordinary business usages and have not met the most
fundamental requirements of the bankruptcy law have
often found little or no difficulty in securing dis-
charges from bankruptcy. until a bankrupt secures a
discharge he cannot ag-nin engage in business, or ac-
cumulate property. Title to all his property is vested
in the trustee. Thus, refusing a discharge is one
form of punishment which may be inflicted on a dishonest
bankrupt, but complaint was made that it was seldom in-
voked, even in flagrant cases.
"Failure to keep proper or ordinary books of
account, fraudulent disposition of property shortly in
advance of bankruptcy, concealment of assets, destruc-
tion of records, and obtaining money on false financial
st atements--these are some of the acts by a bankrupt
wVtich can be made the basis of opposition to a discharge.
Complaint was made that these provisions are too weak,
and that they were not often applied, with the result that
in spite of the law, many bankrupts were driven discharges
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and permitted to reenter business, even though they
hod flouted the provisions of the law and defrauded
creditors
.
"It is an expensive undertaking to inves-
tigate the affairs of a bankrupt for the purpose of
discovering facts to prevent a discharge 1
)
Thus, in this condemnatory language, we
are informed about the evil of easy discharges, and,
in part, about the failure to keep proper or ordinary
books of account. If we consider the original pro-
vision of the act of 1898 and the succeeding amend-
ments added thereto with the underlying legal prin-
ciple embodied therein, and have both corroborated
by citations from the counts, we shall summarily con-
cur fcith their opinion.
In the act of 1898, the provision relating
to the keeping of books of account re^ds:
"The judge shall hear the applica-
tion for a discharge.... and dis-
charge the applicant unless he has
(1) committed «n offence or
(2) with fraudulent intent to con-
ceal his true financial condition
(1) Ibid - page 6
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and in contemplation of bankrupt-
cy, destroyed, concealed, or
failed to keep books of account
or records from which his true
condition might be ascertained.^ ( 1
)
Ve observe that this original provision l*id down
the principle of intention as the controlling factor for
the determination of the bankrupt's true financial con-
dition. The hooks of account or records were only
regarded as a means of ascertaining such financial con-
dition if possible. Hence, the trustee appointed to
handle the estate had to prove conclusively to the court
that the failure to keep books of account or other records
presupposed the fraudulent intention of the bankrupt,
before an objection to his discharge could be sustained.
Such proof was so difficult to establish that discharges
aould not be denied, even if the case was tainted with
apparent fraud.
After the amendment of 1903, the provision was
amended to read «s follows :-
"or(2) with intent to conceal
his financial condition, destroyed,
concealed or failed to keep books
(1) Act of 1398, Chap.Hl, Section 14, subdivision (b) -
30 (Stat
. ) 544
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of account or records from
which such condition might be
ascertained." ( 1
)
As it 7id.ll be seen, the amendment consisted
in the elimination of the words ^fraudulent" in re-
gard to the intent, "true" in relation to the finan-
cial condition, and the whole phrase "in contempla-
tion of bankruptcy." Thr*se omissions merely broad-
ened the vital points in the provision, but changed
nothing in the underlying principle, leaving it
intact nnd open to inumerable difficulties in its
ppplication.
Applying the principle of intention, the
courts h«ve said, "th*3 mere failure to keep books
or keeping such books as in fact deceive creditors
as to the bankrupt's condition if kept without pur-
pose to conceal, is insufficient to prevent discharge ."( 2
)
May we nsk, how, then, should the purpose to conceal
be established? Ordinarily, books of account are kept
by a person to record nil his transactions nnd to
know the financial condition of the business or trade
in which he is en^ped. These books are primarily a
record for his personal information, and in order to
know correctly his financial standing, he woul H keep
(1) Amendment bv Act of Feb. 5, 1903 - Pnracrranh 4,
32 (Stat.) 797
(2) Federal Digest - Bnnkruptcy - Section V. p. 204V,
also ~herwood Shoe Co. v. Wix, 240 OF) 692; In re
Brockman, 240 (f) 692; In re Brown, 199 (F) 356.
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or see that the books pre kept in a fair decree of
accuracy. Books incorrectly kept, undoubtedly indi-
cate that, he depends for the truthful presentation
of the condition of bis affairs on certain transac-
tions or facts that he carries in his mind. To include
them in his books, it would injure his credit, hence,
their exclusion is n vicious and ill-intentioned action.
The courts have in numerous instances al-
lowed discharges for insufficient evidence of intent
based on facts and conditions that apparently are un-
warrantable, but Q re deemed Justifiable under the ap-
plication of the principle laid. The following digests
of cases are typical of many that could be cited:
11 here evidence showed that a
bankrupt who had very little
business experience, kept
books of account in accordance
with a system of bookkeeping
which had been used in the
business for a Ion? time, sn
objection to s discharge on
the ground that he failed to
keep proper books of account
with intent to conceal his
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fin^ncial condition will not
be sustained. M ( 1)
"Failure to keep proper
books while prosperous nega-
tives the charge of f ailure
to keep books with intent to
conceal the financial condition
when business became poor. "(2)
"Vlhere the bankrupt, a public
official with a large income
from fees, w»s unable to explain
in detail the disposition of
his income, except that a part
was spent on personal expenses,
a part on campaign expenses, and
a part lost through defaulting
deputies, this fact does not show
failure to keep books of account
with intent to conceal his finan-
cial condition." (3)
Does it seem possible that a person entrusted
with the money of others is not bound, in justice to him-
self and his creditors, to keep books of account? If a
(1) Collier - Annual Supplement, p. 146 - Digest of
Ditto v. Wallace State Bank, 32 F (?d) 971; also
southern Rock Island ^low C . v. Florence 29F(2d) 397
(2) Ibid. p. 146 - Digest of
Toback v. Morimura, Aral * Co
., 21F.(^) 16lj p1so In
.
re Servel, 30 F (2d) 102 o m * ° ^tafl 3<7a(3) Collier - Annual Supplement - p . 146, ©• tvi Wya.it, 0.* Ft**jJ *Z>°
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person has little experience, is it not reoson^ble to
believe that he would be primarily interested in his
financial condition, lest he lose his capital? Accept-
nnce of the condition of inexperience ps an excuse for
continuing the system of books Ion? used in the business
is a virtual condonation of a cardinal duty. Is it con-
ceivable that such a person on finding that a certain kind
of merchandise is unprofitable, would continue selling
it when he could, lust as easily, sell something else
profitable? It does not seem plausible, but such de-
cisions handed by the courts ore plainly contradictory.
The assumption that failure to keep books
while nrosperous negatives an intentional failure to keep
books when business becomes poor is a dangerous precept
to lay. A'hen a person is prosperous he is generally apt
to lack precaution, in consequence of which, he harms
himself and his creditors. If no hooks are available,
how can it be ascertained that he suffered legitimate
losses? His statements before the court with the meagre
papers available will practically constitute all the
evidence, and from experience, it h*s been found that
they are usually presented in a manner not to implicate
him.
Similarly interesting Questions may be r°is^d
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on the f©Hewing esses:
"Where the books of a bankrupt firm fully
disclosed p transaction alleged to he
fraudulently entered, and though the entries
were m«de to deceive general creditors, they
were not m^de with an intent to falsify the
books, which were kept by a bookkeeper, such
entries were insufficient to bpr s discharge
in bankruptcy of the member of the firm responsi-
ble for the entry." (1)
"Fpilure to keep pecount books and in-
tent to conceal financial condition must
concur, to warrant denial of discbarge on
thPt ground."(2)
"Careless method of bookkeeping is not
ground for denial of discharge of bankrupts,
unless books disclose an intent on part of
bankrupt to conceal their financial condition,
pnd bolster up fictitious accounts entered
in the schedules, and have been so falsely
kept that the true financial condition of
bankrupts cannot be ascertained by p competent
accountant . " ( 3
)
(1) Federal Digest - Bankruptcy - Section V p. 2049 Digest of
In re Hamilton 133 F.823
(2) Federal Digest - Bankruptcy, Section V, Vol. 1-15 Federal
2d, p. 327 Digest of Schieber v. H«7rire, 10F (2d) 119
(3) Ibid. p. 327 Digest of In re Schiff 5 F (2d) 512
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"B°nkruDt will not be denied a
discharge because he failed to keep
his books in a scientific manner. "(1)
Is it possible t.hPt courts would differ greatly
on the construction of intent in their decisions 9 In
one instance, a fully disclosed fraudulent transaction
with entries m^de in the books to deceive creditors is
considered insufficient to falsify the books *nd sus-
tain intent, while in another instance, it would be
held with intent to make entries "bolstering up" fic-
titious accounts in the books so that the true financial
condition cannot be ascertained by a competent accountant.
Th^se riivergent opinions are auite confusing c nd more so,
when a supposedly careless method of bookkeeping is not
taken seriously into consideration.
Many cases may be cited on the point of care-
less methods of bookkeeping. (2 ) in th<° follo^in^ de-
cision, it was held that it was not necessary to keep a
book containing a record of returned goods if it does
not impede the showing of the financial condition. This
contention is justified if thr entries for the o-oods re-
turned w°re properly made in somp othe^ ^ooks, and it
could be sbown conclusively tbat the ^oods went back into
the stock. The report of the case states: (3)
( 1 ) Federal Digest - Bankruptcy, Section V. d. 2051, also
In re Joel 296 F 574, In re Landersman 239 F 766
(2) Co'li^r on Bankruptcy - Vol 1. Spct 14, pp. 538-548
(3) In re Ifilliams, 286 F 135
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"In the cfse at bar, the b-nkrupts
kept a full set of books, which "ppear
to be fully adequate to the requirements
of the amount of business that they were
transacting. 'i'he books were unusually
neatly kept, and s^em to be sufficiently
indexed as to furnish s speedy reference
to any department of their business. The
bankrupts did not keep a separate book
"containing a record of ^oods returned by
customers, 1 as obiected to in specifica-
tions, 'ihere is no law, rule or custom
of merchants that requires the keeping of
such a book, except perhaps, in the case
of wholesale or retail merchants who sell
goods on approval. 'J-'he failure to keep such
a book does not make the bankrupts amenable
to the law, nor is it sufficient evidence
to suggest thst it was done with intent to
conceal their financial condition from
their creditors, //hen a sufficient number
of books are intelligently kept an ri produced
in evidence, a failure to keep a book showing
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goods returned by customers is not suf-
ficient to bar a discharge.
"
In relation to the question of recording returner)
goods, the writer was recently connected in an investiga-
tion, almost identical with the case lust considered. A
wood working concern of substantial size, doing both
a jobbing and manufacturing business, made an assign-
ment for the benefit of it.s creditors. Our examination
of the books proved them to be correct, showing every
transaction for the current year, inclu^in^ all returns
of lumber and materials iobbed to carpenters. The dupli-
cates of the credit bills substantiated all the entries
made, and from all the facts in the books a statement
of the financial condition was Drep«red. Nevertheless,
in our report to the creditors it was stated that no
receipt or stock books were kept, and conseouently it
was impossible to determine what had become of the returns
which amounted to ouite a considerable sum. Later, and
by mere coincidence, it was found that a c^rpen+er had
bought merchandise from that concern at ^reatly reduced
prices for c»sh, without receiving g regular invoice.
Truthfully enough, the financial condition as existent
on that date was ascertained from a sufficiently large
number of books, but from lack of a stock book, one of
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the vital records, we could not analyze v/hether the
loss in inventory was caused by the selling of materials
at prices below cost or by mispprropription.
It is evident, therefore, th.pt, some records
©rp vitally "pcpssnrv +o exhibit completely the changing
condition »nd actual conduct of an enterprise, while
others a:^e no t so important. ±n this respect, the
following c^ses merit our consideration.
"Absence of general ledger is not
sufficient repson for denyin/? discharge
where there pre other books of original
entry in evidence which Five prpcticplly
spme informption which senerpl ledger won Id
have afforded, pnd which pre sufficient
to disclose bankrupt's condition." ( 1
)
"The bankrupt wps p dry o- ods merchPnt,
pnd kept certpin books of account, which
were, for the most port unintelligible,
pnd while pre sumpbly intended to cover
receipts in the bankrupt's business, were
totplly devoid of any disbursement entries.
The court concluded that this situation
cpst ^t least some doubt ps to the bona fides
(1) Collier- Annual Supplement, p. 146, Digest of
In re Jaffe, 14 F (2d) 558
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of the bankrupt's conduct of his
business.
"But at the second bearing no fur-
ther or mor* satisfactory explanation bos
been afforded jjespectincr the character
of the bankrupt's books. It is true that
for a number of years past the bankrupt
appears to h^ve kept books in this some
manner. It is ^lso true that there is no
ironical rule under the bankruptcy Act re-
quiring the keeping of books; in other
words, a business may be so small that
the local absence of them may be justified.
Similarly, if books are kept, there is no
particular form of accounting that need be
followed. On the other h^nd, the election
to keep them implies that they, if not by
themselves, then in conjunction with other
less formal records, shall prima facie ^ive
every evidence of an honest effort to re-
flect the ^ntir^ business of the bankrupt.
The bankrupt should be able to produce
better books or at least some acceptable
records, a nd the bankrupt has not sustained
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the burden of proof thus placed upon
him. 'J-'he bankrupt's books Contained
no record whatsoever of ^ny cash dis-
bursements, or of any money withdrawn
by him for his personal use or for "ny
other purpose. He testified merely
that from time to time, as occasion
warranted, he took out of the cash
drawer what he needed for household
and personal expenses."
Application for discharge denied. (1)
"In the early part of 1909, the
bankrup purchased from a concern, by
which both she and her husband had been
theretofore employed, the stock and good
will of a dry p-oods store in the city of
Newark, and, part of the purchase price,
gave certain promissory notes, amounting
in the a pro-re gate to $ 8,000.00, signed by
her and indorsed by her father. In the
following May she filed a voluntary peti-
tion showing unsecured claims to the amount
of $23,000.00 and assets, at her v»lu o tion,
(1) In re Winer, 28 P (2d) 881
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of about $22,000. According to her
testimony, the vlue of the stock
which she ocquired when she purchased
the business was from!?' 12, 000 to ^14,000.
During the six months thet she ws in
business she punchier! rnprc^enr'^p on
credit, at the cost v*lue, of *nnroximote-
ly -S^OOO, and during the some time o»id
on account thereof only 8 little over ^5,000.
There w«=s, in the s"Hort npriod during wMch
the bankrupt w«s in business, a shrinkage
in ssspts of approximately -l'13,000.
"Her only books of account were kept
exclusively by h^r husband, who conducted
the business as if he were sole proprietor;
she disclaiming any inmwledge whatever of
what thny were or how they were kept. They
sonsisted of what may be called, in the
absence of a better n^m^, a ledn-er, in
which was entered the monevs due to certain
merchandise creditors ^nd certain payments
made to them, and one or more check books
and b«nk passbooks. r io record whatever was
rn^de of moneys disbursed for salary or other
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expenses incident to the conducting
of th*3 business, nor of the moneys
that werp token in from dny to day.
Although it appears that *n inventory
wbs mode st the time the store was
purchased, and another onp shortly
before the petition in bankruptcy was
filed, both were destroyed shortly
after the times they were m^de, res-
pectively. The moneys expended for
salaries and other expenses, were t»ken
from the cash received at the store from
d»y to day. or wps any record mode, in
any book or otherwise, of the bankrupt's
liability on the notes which were given
for the purchase price of the business,
or of other moneys alleged to have been
borrowed and partially or wholly repaid
from time to time. There can be no doubt
thet the books and records which were kept
would not have enabled one to ascertain the
bankrupt's financial conditions at anytime." (1)
"The special master found that the bank-
rupt did not, in contemolation of his
TT1 In re Landersman, 239 F. 766
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bankruptcy, fail to keep proner hooks of
accounts with intent to conceal his true
financial condition, ot? the financial
condition of the firm of Meyer 8c Simon of
which he was a member; th°t even assuming
that the books were improperly kept, Simon
heel nothing to do with keeping them.
"The partnership of /.ever & Simon en-
gaged in 1897 in the business of manufactur-
ing men's ©lething at Rochester, N. Y# for
the retail trade. The business started with
e capital of $6,000.00 contributed by Meyer,
who died lust before the petition in bank-
ruptcy was filed, nothing in th*5 way of prop-
erty or money having been contributed by
Simon, a practising lawyer, who after Meyer's
death conducted the business as a surviving
partner. The venture forshadowed success as
is indicated by the fact that nuite soon after
organization the firm located retail stores
*>t Detroit, Boston, Chicago, Kansas City,
Minneapolis and at. Paul, end formed and
controlled corporations for the sale of clo-
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thing at Atlanta, Indianapolis, Bir-
mingham, Los Angeles, Louisville and
Evansville. In 1909 and 1910 the firm
borrowed extensively from barks -nd
obtained merchandise on credit. False
financial statements were delivered.
These were found untrue, in many par-
ticulars, by accountants who examined
the books for the receivers in bank-
ruptcy.
The specification relating- to the
failure to keep books of account is
claimed to be supported by the failure
to keep an inventory of merchandise on
hand and s more complete c ccount of the
transactions with the several subsidiary
stores, but as + he expert bookkeeper who
testified for the trustees was aoie to
substantially ascertain from the books
and records which, came into the possession
of the trustees the financial condition of
the firm, this objection is not proven. The
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evidence shows that .iournals, ledgers,
cash books and blotters were kept by
a single o-ookkpeper of the firm who
had been in its emnloy for a number
of ye«rs; that such books contained
the usual ini'ormation; that the branch
stores kept sets of books, duplicates
of which were kept in rtocbester; and that
it was not customary to keen inventory
boots or private ledgers." (1)
<e observed in the number of esses discussed that
many bankrupts were generally successful in dpfr^udins:
creditors by the inclusion of intent "s »n essential
element in the failure to keep books of account. This
fact, including the oth<~r ways of committing; fraud men-
tioned before, so aroused th<° business world that studies
?nd investigations were made with a view to remedy such
defects in the law and its administration.
By the Amendatory Act of 1926, the section
dealing with failure to keep books of account was re-
worded to read:
"The judge sh*ll he«r the ap-
plication for a discharge ... .and
(1) In re Simon, 28b F 1006
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discharore the applicant unless he
has (1) committed an offcence...;
or (2) destroyed, mutilated, fal-
sified, concealed, or foiled to
keep books of account, or records,
from which his financial condition
and business transactions mierht be
ascertained; unless the court d<=em
such failure or acts to hove been
Justified, under ^11 the circujnst slices
of the case."(l)
As it now exists, the section bos been materially
strengthened by the elimination of intent »s »n essential
element of objection to a discharge for failure to keep
books. of account. It has not, very unfortunately, set
a rule requiring the keeping of books or described
what should constitute the minimum number of snecific
books of account necessary to reflect readily the finan-
cial condition, furthermore, the following important
criticism bas been m^de.
"The l°w as it now stands when
compared with bankruptcy systems of
(1) Bankruptcy Law - Amendment Act of 1926 c 40b, Sect. 6:
44 Stat. 663
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other countries on the one h*nd t
and prfcticl humsn consideration
on the other, is "believed to he
and has been criticized as too broad
in some respects and too narrow in
others, it does not for instance
allow any explanation or justifica-
tion for the mere failure to keep
hooks of account, although in some
cases mitigating circumstances may
exist which should not deprive an
honest debtor of his discharge on
that score." (1)
This defect, in addition to the others previous-
ly mentioned, should forthwith merit th^ earnest con-
sideration of the legislators in ^©ngress. ^e common
desideratum is the complete elimination of the diffi-
culties caused by the inex-plicitness of the law.
inouiry made in England to correct a similar defect in
the law, are worthy of our attention. The report . stated
in part:(2)
( 1 ) Fleschman- statement -e
1
* five to Amendments of
„
Bankruptcy Law in American institute of Accountants, f3o.i
Bulletin, p. 11.
(2) Encyclopedia Brittanica - Bankruptcy p. 325 From
the incuiry of 190b, made by the Board of Trade in
England
On this point, the recommendations in an
"The most prominent of the
delinouencies which w^re brought
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to the notice of the committee were-
"failure by s debtor to keep any
hooks or any prooer or "decmate hooks
of account in his business;
"After carefully weio-hin? the
evidence on both sides the committe
recommended th*t the failure or
omission by a debtor ^ho becomes bank-
rupt tohave kept any books of account
or proper books of ae count, wihtin two
years next preceding his bankruptcy,
in a trade or business carried on by
him, if without excuse, should be made
by law an offence punishable on summary
conviction by imprisonment, subject to
four important limitations, namely,
(a) that the law should define what
books of account a person carry-
ing on trade or business must
keep, following in this respect the
law in force in France and Germany;
(b) that failure or omission by a dehtor
to have kept the required! books
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should only be Duni stable in
the event of a debtor becoming
bankrupt and of tlie linuidnted
debts proved in the bankruptcy
exceeding L200 in amount;
(c) that no prosecution of a debtor
for failure or omission to keep
books of account should take
place before the lapse of two
years from t^e passing of the law;
(d) that s debtor should not, punish-
ed if he could show that his failure
or omission to keep oroper books
was honest and excusable and did
not contribute to his insolvency."
We perceive, therefore, that the solution of our
problem rests with the adoption of the most important of these
recommendations - the prescribing of specific business records.
Tbe law of bankruptcy is larely the product, of
commercial development. In order that its social function
may be properly performed, special efforts should be made
so that the law does not lag behind the rapidly cbanp-in^
nature of modern economic conditions.
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CHAPTER IV
THE NEED FOR SPECIFIC BUSINESS RECORDS
Requirements in Foreign Countries.
Business records as we have observed are
of such significance in the equitable administration
of bankruptcy estates that several of the most
important commercial countries of Europe have enacted
commercial codes specifying certain legislative re-
quirements. It has been through the experience rained
by their centuries of commerce and trade that they
have reached this conclusion. These codes or laws
require the recording* of all original transactions in
certain books, explicitly named and defined, so that
in case of insolvency or bankruptcy, or any other
business difficulty that may befall the enterprise,
the books will show all the facts, and before the
courts they are considered prima facie evidence as to
the conduct of the business' affairs. The summaries
of the laws follow: (1)
France
.
Under the code of commerce existing in France,
traders are required to keep three books; a Journal, pn
inventory and a letter book. Elaborate provisions are
(1) Encyclopedia Britt°nica - Section on Bookkeeping
under Legislative Requirements - Vol. 4, pp. 229-230
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made to identify these books and prevent substitution.
Germ a ny
.
In Germany the duty to keep books is provided
in a commercial code stating that every business must
keep books in which its business transactions and the
state of its property are to be intelligently recorded.
The law, being very thorough, goes into detail pre-
scribing the ex^ct manner of treating original entries,
items on the Bplance Sheet and Profit and Loss State-
ment; matters pertaining to depreciation, the treatment
of inventory, and all other factors that determine the
ultimate net worth on a financial statement.
Belgium .
The law of Belgium reauires th°t every business
keep a journal to record the transactions, from day to
day, which with the balance book must be initialed by a
prescribed officer. All letters pnd telegrams received,
anri copies of all such sent, must be preserved for ten
years
.
Spain.
The commercial code of Sp^in reouires that all
businesses keep an inventory, a journal, a ledger, a
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letter book and nn invoice book.
Portugal.
Portugal prescribes un^er i + s commercial
code the use of a b»L°nce book, journal, ledger and
copy letter book,
Holland.
The l Qw of Holland reouires all businesses
to keep books in which to record correctly commercial
transactions, letter received and copies of letters
sent. It also provides for the preparation of an
annual Balance sheet.
Rumania
.
Under the law of Rumania, the employment of
a journal, an inventory book and a ledger are prescribed.
The law n lso imposes a small tax for each page of the
journal and inventory book.
Canadp
.
The Canadian law provides the following,
under the section dealiner with bankruptcy offences. (1)
"For the purpose of this section,
a person shall be deemed not to have
(1) The Canadian Bankruptcy Act - Part VIII, Section 91-(2);
Stat, of Can., 13-14 fteo. V, 1923, ch. 31
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kept proper books of Account if
he hAS not kept such books or ac-
counts ps ^re necessary to exhibit
or explAin his tr^nsActions and
finAnciAl position in his trade or
business, including a book or
books cont^inin^ entries from dAy
to day in sufficient detail of All
CAsh received And c^sh pAid, and,
where the trAde or business hAS
involved deAlings in goods, Also
Accounts of All goods sold And pur-
chased And stAtements of annual nnd
other stock takings."
Bankruptcy Law Requirement in the United States ,
Now, it will be interesting to observe And
comttare wh^t the two existing national l«ws in the
United StAtes— -the Amended Bankruptcy A ct And the
FederAl Revenue -Act of 1928, do require.
As we noticed in the preceding chApter, the
BAnkruptcy Law, mentions, without Any exolAn«tion, the
failure "to keep books of Account, or records, from
which his (the bankrupt's) financiAl condition And
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business transactions mi^ht be ascertained; unless
the court deem such failure or nets to have been
justified, under all the circumstances of the cose."
It is an obvious assumption that the statute places
the responsibility of construing the term "books
of account" upon the individual or individuals.
Federal Revenue Act Requirement in the united States.
This same criticism is applicable to the
Federal Revenue Act which states, "Every person
liable to any tax imposed by this title or for the
collection thereof, shall keep such records, render
under oath such statements, make such returns, and
comply with such rules and regulations, as the Com-
missioner, with the approval of the secretary, may
from time to time prescribe :"( 1
)
Inadequacy of these Requirements.
Thus, from two separate and distinct statutes,
it is easy to realize the utter inadeouacv of the pro-
visions. A person with fraudulent intentions will not
await for the period immediately preceding his bank-
ruptcy to commit any acts which will directly fall under
the provisions constituting such acts as offences
against the law, but will protect himself at the outset
(1) Federal avenue Act of 1928 - Section 54, subdivision (a)
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with proper regard for the law. Records may be kept in
such a condition *>nd under such nethods that Q re-
construction of proper accounts later, during »n investi-
gation, will be greatly impeded end rendered costly.
Generally, there is no annual check or examination of
the records. The Revenue Law stipulations reauirinp
an annual return on ^ny business or individual is not
checked against the books or records by Revenue Officers
within the year, but probably after several years; ex-
cept in the case when there are ouestions pertaining to
the method of filling the return, or of the larger tax-
payers. There is no sufficient time available for, nor
importance etteched to the checking of the books of the
smaller business enterprises. Undoubtedly, it will be
a tremendous task for the revenue Decrtment to check
yearly the returns of all the hundreds of thousands of
individuals or business organizations for the accuracy of
their returns, but notwi thstf ndin.R this fact e nd that the
primary aim of the lew is the imposition and collection
of taxes, it cannot be denied th^t the preponderance of
these smaller units in the economic organization of the
country constitute also the meior part of all bankruptcies.
In all yenrs, approximately fifty per cent of
all liabilities end two-thirds of all bankruptcies were
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caused by trading establishments. (Table 4) Their
importance is so significant th«t Dr. Julius Klein,
Assistant Secretary of Commerce, in a radio t*lk
broadcasted from Washington, mentioned them as the
foundation of American Business.
Importance of bmall Merchant.
The smaller merchants, with their inumer^ble
stores wh^re business, in whatever volume, incessantly
proceeds, form the backbone of our American business
organism. It is on their diligent but wholly unpretentious
activity that m"ny of the imposing, eye-smitinsr com
mercial structures inevitably rest. Thousands of them
are not members of Chambers of Commerce or trade
associations; they never re^d trade paners, or sit
'in conference' or ero to noisy conventions. They are
,1ust plain business men, citizens, taxpayers. But they,
more than any other single element in our business com-
munity, are constantly, regularly, and intimately in
contact with the mighty army of consumers. They may be
careless, short-sighted, and therefore, short-lived
(commercially speaking) - but we should not be under the
impressions that they are insignificant and unimportant.
If they fail it means a lot in dollars and cents to every
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one of us. Such failures mean economic waste that
must be rn^de good by somebody - and th*t 'somebody'
is you and i - through higher prices ^nd greater
inconvenience
•
Conclusion. <
In view of the analysis, discussion, and
statements m^de by aualified authorities on the csuses
and administration of bankruptcy, there is conclusive
evidence to propose to the government of the united
States that a law should be enacted, defining in
detail the minimum number ^nd nature of books of ac-
count for the recording of business transactions that
must be kept, under penalty of imprisonment, by all
business organizations operating in the country, and
utilizing credit over a certain amount to be stipulated
clearly in the statute.
To effect a uniformity of records, books
and methods of accounting, the goverment must follow
and accept, wherever it proves adequate ^nd sufficient,
the system devised by a large number of trade associa-
tions.^) This will extend the work of the Interstate
Commerce Commission to comprise ail trade, commerce cnd
industry, and not limit itself to the public utilities
(railways, express, telephone and pipe line companies).
(1) See Earl A Sailers, ed. - Accountant's Handbook,
p. 426 for a complete list.
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In prescribing the minimum requirement s , due consider-
ation must be ^iven to the sm^il unit, which should
be the basis for setting the fundamental principles,
methods *nd books, so that no injustice as to expense
and practicability sh^ll unwprrantedly be imposed.
From there, the larger units sh^ll >^e allowed sufficient
flexibility to increase, ramify or subdivide the records
to suit their particular requirements, «s loner as the
fundamental transactions reauired in the specific records
shall be faithfully kept in accordance with the dictates
of the l^w.
The legislation of specific business records
will brinp- "bout specialized uniformity in bookkeeping
methods. It will enable the persons engaged in any form
of business activity to submit accurate financial state-
ments to "11 agencies entrusted with the srantino- of credit.
It will enable, in c«se of bankruptcy, ease of examination
by the courts, thereby cutting down expenses and speeding
the imposition of penalties, and m^kinp- it highly un-
profitable to go into fraudulent bankruptcy. And, finally,
it will be a measure destined to lessen the tremendous
sum of business losses sustained in this country.
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